
Avon Valley Shed minutes Wednesday 29/07/2020


Meeting held at Gary’s house


Attendees: Gary and Mel Knight, Malcolm Connolly, Dale and Lucy Whitfield, Chris Dennis, Ian 
and Dawn Lemon and Julie.


Apologies: Angus Reid


1. Position so far 

    

Gary summarised the position thus far as written in the minutes 08/07/2020.

 


2. Identify Trustees of group and sign trustee document


Gary, Malcolm, Chris, Julie and Ian have all volunteered to become trustees of the group. All 
signed Trustees document during the evening.


3. Bank account


Malcolm is treasurer and Chris counter signature. It is hoped that as they both have CO OP bank 
accounts that a bank account can be set up more quickly during this difficult time with Covid 
restrictions.


4. Charitable status


Gary must complete this form and submit it by October. Ian or Malcolm to proof read this. This 
will give us a charity number that we can put on correspondence when fund raising. We currently 
have an application number which we might be able to use in the interim.


5. Dale and Lucy’s plans


Detailed sketches and plans were passed around the group by Dale and feedback/ thoughts 
sought. Various reactions were aired:

Gabled ends can be built under permitted development. The toilet block can be developed in 
stages. An expanding project. Helpful to look at what is being proposed for the pavilion. Green 
concerns can be addressed. Simple flexibility so it can be used by various clubs in daytime or 
evening. One big open space with facility to spill outside. Movable furniture. Both women and 
men but not necessarily both all the time. The focus very much on the social aspect and the 
mental health benefits associated with that. An inclusive loo which can be accessed from outside. 
Kitchenette area to include kettle, fridge, microwave, toaster. Separate or part of whole room?

Essential to have benches and vices. Perhaps a hobby pillar drill and band saw. Walk in tool 
cupboard?

Put in a certificate of lawful use. Dale and Lucy to contact the planning officer to develop a 
relationship and dialogue about ideas. Payment can be taken from the £250 donated by the co op 
but both Gary, Ian and Malcolm stated they were happy to loan some money in the meantime.


6. What we envisage the shed to achieve and offer


After looking at the plans discussion followed asking for everyone’s vision on what should be 
taking place in the toilet block. There appeared to be a common vision, to start small, focusing on 
hand skills and crafts rather than kitting it out with machinery. This might evolve as membership 
creates direction.

Bird and bees boxes/craft packs to sell to/install in the local community. 


7. Update on council lease agreement


There was some confusion as to whether the council has agreed to lease the toilet block to us as 
the Town Clark has, in the meantime, suggested otherwise. Chris checked the minutes of the 



meeting and it stated quite clearly that they are in agreement. We need to attend the town council 
meeting on Wednesday 5th August to seek confirmation.

Ian suggested it would be a good idea to have a member of the town council who can liaise  
especially with us. They could even sit in as an observer at our meetings if they wished to in order 
to aid communication between the two parties and move the initiative forward. Ian to formally 
approach them regarding this via email.


8. Co op meeting funding


Malcolm and Gary to attend meeting with the CO OP store manager and community liaison officer 
on Monday. They are very keen to support community projects.


9. A.O.B 


Ian, as fundraiser, asked how much money we hope to raise. What are the costings of bringing the 
toilet block into use? It should be based on professionals doing the building work. Dale and Lucy 
to price up job in 3 cost bands. We could have a target for specific work which will aid the fund 
raising. Membership costs could be a side fund.


Malcolm to postpone our involvement in this Saturday’s ‘Promote Fordingbridge’ event run by All 
the cool stuff. It was agreed that we are ill prepared and need more time to produce banners and 
flyers. We must appear a serious proposition and know for certain that the toilet block is viable.


Chris agreed to make the website more visible and Gary is it shut down the other website that 
was previously created as this keeps appearing in internet searches.



